Male: White Fire OG # 3 X Snowlotus
Female: White Fire OG # 3 X Snowlotus
Flowering time: 60-73 days
Indica/Sativa: 35/65
Yield: Huge
Stretch: 2.5x
Are you connected? If not, you NEED to be! This strain will download all over your senses! A
moderately easy grower. You will need to steak this girl up. Her branches grow a bit too thin
to support the bud weight close to harvest. There is some space between nodes, but each
node will produce a beautiful golf ball sized bud coated in giant trichromes, with fat swollen
calyx! Harvested at 56 days and the smoke is incredibly potent. It's one of those rarely found
strains that that make you slow down, if not put the joint out halfway. A very heavy buzz that
is terriﬁc for pain management. Left feeling very medicated, but ready and wanting to start my
day. This strain has a subtle OG smell proﬁle, but pepper/spice is more dominant in the taste.
Hints of fruit. I HIGHLY recommend this strain for any time of the day, whatever your ailment.
Growing difﬁculty - 3 out 5. (You will need to control her, or she will go crazy. Also, keep lights
close - indoor - to maximise node spacing)
Medicinal effectiveness- 5 out of 5. ( An awesome all around strain. Heavy, but energetic at
the same time)
For those who like to get Stoned- 5 out of 5. (Everything you could ask for)
Bag appeal- 5 out of 5. (Again, an all around strain that has the looks too. Frost galore!)
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